STUDY GUIDE

Audiences will meet the Greedy Frog, who
swallowed all the water in the world; Water
Droplet's funny adventures as he moves
through water phases; shadowy creatures
of The Deep; and of course seven adorable
pigs as they travel down Manitoba's Red
River.
Dramatic lighting, music and sound effects
bring to life the repertoire of historical
anecdotes, facts, fictions, riddles and song.
“Pigs in a Canoe” is a performance with
multiple core curricula links such art,
drama, music, social studies, language arts
and science. The Fun Guide is a great online companion that can be reviewed by
educators and their students both before
and after the production.

"Thank you for a great performance today!

I've received nothing but positive feedback

from both the students and staff." Teacher
“My favourite
part was the
big,
big,
big fish!”
Kindergarten
Student
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WHO’S WHO IN THE CANOE
PRODUCTION
Created and performed: W. Passmore-Godfrey
Music played and recorded by: Chris Morrison
Set construction: T. Godfrey
Directorial Guidance: Scott T. Sauer and Glenn Taylor
STUDY GUIDE
Written and compiled:
W. Passmore-Godfrey
Educational Edit: Nancy Mackenzie, Bronze Horse Communications
Illustrations:
Ted Barnett,
Kristin Collins

Puppets are for everyone. They can make you laugh. They can make you cry. They can
open our eyes to the world in new ways. They bring joy, creative outlet and help us tackle
emotional and social issues.
Puppets can create meaningful bonds within families and groups of people through the
breadth of expression they provide and through the collaboration required to construct
them. They also play a broad role in contemporary society, providing a creative platform
to express controversial and significant social issues.

"It was a gorgeous and sweet show with beautiful detailing."
Audience member
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MATRIX OF ACTIVITIES AND GRADE LEVEL K-3

ECS

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Pigs in a Canoe: A River
Puzzle * runs through
grades K – 6

Little Fish Big Fish
Science/Creating Colour;
Needs of Animals and
Plants, Music/Rhythm
and Movement

Pigs in a Canoe: A
River Puzzle: English
Language
Arts/Respond to Texts

The Greedy Frog:
Science: Animal Life
Cycles

Bring on the
Rain:Science,
Music/Rhythm and
Movement

Little Fish Big Fish:
Music: Rhythm and
Movement

The Greedy Frog: The
Tiddalik Story: Science

The Water Droplet:
The Water Cycle

Mathematics/Problem
Solving
Paper Pig Puppet:
Scalable Activity for
Gr. k-4

Science/Exploring
Liquids; States of
Water
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MATRIX OF ACTIVITIES AND GRADE LEVEL 4-6

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Pigs in a Canoe: Wendy’s
Challenge: Pile Into a Canoe
and

Pigs in a Canoe: Stuff About
Rivers: Social Studies/Physical
Geography of Canada –
Histories and Shaping Canada

Pigs in a Canoe: A River Puzzle
& Canoe Crossing – A Math
Puzzle: Mathematics – Problemsolving

Water Droplet: Surface Run-off
Issues Science/Wetland
Ecosystems

The Deep: The Monsters are
Men?:

Paper Oars and Stories: Social
Studies/A Sense of the Land;
Alberta: The Land, Histories and
Stories
The Greedy Frog: What do we
need Water for?: Social Studies:
The Greedy Frog: Wendy’s
Challenge: Give Back the
Water!: Language Arts:
Respond to Texts

The Deep: The Monsters are
Men? Science: Stewardship

BONUS WORKSHOP PLANS GRADE LEVEL – ASSORTED
The creative process often has extra loops and dead ends – here are some workshop ideas
based on some of the ‘out-takes’ from “Pigs in a Canoe”
Grades 3&4:
Holding Up the Sky: Folk Tale
Activity English Language Arts

Grade 4:
Twisted Fairy Tales:
The Three Little Wolves and the
Big Pig Fish

Grades k-6:
Student created video on
Rubber Duck’s problem with
the Greedy Frog
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PIGS IN A CANOE
Topics

Activity Title

Subject Area &
Grade Level

Stuff About Rivers

A Sense of the Land Through Maps

Social Studies 5
Physical Geography
of Canada –
Histories and
Shaping Canada

Wendy’s Challenge: Pile into a Canoe

Social Studies 4

Classroom Discussion and E-mail
Assignment

A Sense of the Land
Alberta: The Land,
Histories and
Stories

Classroom Discussion and Writing
Assignment
A River Puzzle

Canoe Crossing – A Math Puzzle

Mathematics 6
Problem Solving

Make Your Own Puppet

Create Your Paper Pig

English Language
Arts 2

Create a Giant Canoe Bulletin Board Display

Social Studies 4

Preparing Your Story, Poem, or Song for the
Display

Grades 2 & 4

This is an historic story of transporting seven pigs down the Red River to Winnipeg in 1817.
McTavish, the smallest piglet, causes all sorts of trouble during the “tail” of the difficult journey.
Students explore stories and legends of Canada’s early history, when the country’s rivers were
navigated by voyageurs and coureur des bois. In our particular canoe, there is an intriguing
cargo of piglets from Scotland!
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STUFF ABOUT RIVERS
This story comes from: Coyote Music and Other Humorous Tales of the Early West by Grant
MacEwan.
In 2007 the Red River was designated a Canadian Heritage River in celebration of the River’s
significant cultural heritage values. The puppet show acts out the story of seven pigs who were
cargo in a canoe traveling down the Red River to Winnipeg in 1817.

ACTIVITY: A SENSE OF THE LAND THROUGH MAPS
Ask students to find a simple map of Canada, showing the forts built by the North West
Company and the Hudson’s Bay Company. You will find such a map through Google images by
searching “map of trading forts in Canada.”
1) Why do you think the forts were located on rivers?
2) Find the Nelson River, the Assiniboine River, and the Red River of the North.
3) Draw your own map, showing the route that McTavish and his fellow pigs took from York
Factory to Winnipeg.

WENDY’S CHALLENGE: PILE INTO A CANOE
Synopsis: Canoes have been used to transport all sorts of things. Wendy says that for her own
canoe trips she has carried guitars, dogs, and bear spray, among other things, but these seem
pretty ordinary.
You might think that pigs are a pretty strange cargo for a canoe. But even 4000 years ago people
in South East Asia and Oceania areas transported roots, tubers, and tree crops along with pigs,
dogs, and chickens in their outrigger sailing canoes.
Background: Voyageurs, a French word for “travelers,” were men working on the fur trade in the
18th and 19th century in Canada. They were expected to work 14 hours per day and paddle at a
rate of 55 strokes per minute. They were too busy to hunt and had to carry their own food. Their
primary diet was pemmican (dried meat mixed with fat) and something called Rubaboo (a pea
or corn porridge mixed with pork or bear grease, and flour)
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ACTIVITY: CLASSROOM DISCUSSION AND E-MAIL ASSIGNMENT
Ask students to describe some really weird things that might be carried in a canoe. Then invite
students to send their descriptions to WP Puppet Theatre. The e-mails will be posted on the Pile
into a Canoe Challenge Section. The e-mail address is: wppuppet@telus.net.

ACTIVITY: CLASSROOM DISCUSSION AND WRITING ASSIGNMENT
1) Have a class discussion about the life in a trading fort. Many students will have visited
historic sites like Fort Edmonton and will be able to describe the different activities that
take place in a fort. Ask how the land supports the people who lived in the fort. Ask how
the land around a fort, including the river, affects quality of life, e.g., ask students to
describe some daily activities of living in a fort near a river.
2) Ask students why Canadian cities are located along rivers? Ask them to consider which
cities today were originally trading forts. What kinds of resources were people finding at
the fort site? What kinds of items might be used for trade?
3) Ask students to write a report on one of the following forts: Fort Calgary, Fort
Edmonton, or Fort Chipewyan. Or, if they would rather fictionalize their writing, ask
students to write a story about living in one of these forts. Their writing should describe
cargo brought into a fort for trade or sale.

A RIVER PUZZLE
The K-9 Mathematics Programs of Study explains that students need to develop their own
personal problem-solving strategies to become mathematically literate. This River Crossing
Puzzle asks students, in fun way, to work from what they already know about pumas and
chickens and food to extrapolate and solve a problem of getting all the elements across the river
without one being eaten by the other!
From the Alberta Education Programs of Study: Mathematics:
“A problem-solving activity must ask students to determine a way to get from what is known to
what is sought. If students have already been given ways to solve the problem, it is not a
problem, but practice. A true problem requires students to use prior learnings in new ways and
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contexts. Problem solving requires and builds depth of conceptual understanding and student
engagement.
Problem solving is a powerful teaching tool that fosters multiple, creative and innovative
solutions. Creating an environment where students openly look for, and engage in, finding a
variety of strategies for solving problems empowers students to explore alternatives and
develops confident, cognitive mathematical risk takers.” p. 6

ACTIVITY: CANOE CROSSING – A MATH PUZZLE
A girl was trying to cross a river with her belongings. She had a puma, a chicken and a bag of
grain. Trouble was she could only carry herself and one of these things – the puma, the chicken
OR the grain in the canoe. If she left the puma with the chicken he’d eat it. If she left the chicken
with the grain she’d eat them. What to do?
Hint: She does manage it!
Solution:
1) Take chicken over
2) Return
3) Take puma or grain
4) Bring chicken back
5) Take grain or puma over
6) Return
7) Take chicken over
Thus there are seven crossings, four forward and three back.

MAKE YOUR OWN PUPPET
Creating a paper puppet is fun and scalable for Grades kindergarten and up. For those in Grades
3 & 4, the puppet project can go another step further, by asking students to write a skit for
small-group performance.
There are a number of sites on the Internet with suggestions for how to make paper puppets.
For our purposes, we’ve chosen to use paper lunch bags and create pig puppets from them.

ACTIVITY: CREATE YOUR PAPER PIG
Grade k-4
You will need:
•
•

1 paper lunch bag per student. If you can purchase pink bags, terrific. If not, students can
colour the bag in the colour of their choice.
1 sheet of construction paper per student – the colour should match the colour they make
of their lunch bag.
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•
•
•
•

1 black felt pen
glue stick
scissors
copies of the template, which can be circulated among students.

The Template is located in Appendix 1: Blackline Masters: Template for Paper Pig Puppet.
1) Use the bottom of the bag as the face. Glue the snout in the middle of the bottom of the
bag. Add two dots for nostrils!
2) Use your black marker to draw two eyes referring to ‘eye chart’ for ideas.
3) Glue the ears to the top of this part of the bag, above the eyes and on the outer edge of the
bag.
4) Glue the arms part way down the paper bag.
Note: For students who wish to create paper pigs, there are a number of websites that show
how to do this. One example is http://86lemons.com/paper-bag-animal-puppets/

ACTIVITY: CREATE A GIANT CANOE BULLETIN BOARD DISPLAY
Grade 4s
The teacher may prepare in advance, or ask students to assist with creating a giant canoe. Then
students will write stories about voyageurs, which will be written neatly onto paper cut-out oars
and placed on the display.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Roll out a ream of paper the same size as your hallway bulletin board.
Tape the paper to the floor or a wall space.
Trace a canoe on the paper, to fill the entire space.
Have students colour in the canoe.

In the next activity, Grade 4s will create paper oars and on each oar, write a story, poem, or
song about cargo that goes in a voyageur’s canoe. Each oar can be added to the display. If
collaborating with the Grade 2 class, some of the paper pigs can be included in the display.

ACTIVITY: PREPARING YOUR STORY, POEM, OR SONG FOR THE DISPLAY
Discuss the puppet show with the students. Ask them to comment on the cargo that voyageurs
carried in their canoes. Ask students to brainstorm, individually, whether they’d like to write a
short story, poem, or song about the subject.
You will need:
•
•

one large piece of construction paper per student
a template of an oar, which one student or you may create and circulate for tracing.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Have the students write their piece and share with a neighbor for peer editing.
Have students complete a final draft and share with a neighbor for final editing.
Have student trace a template of an oar and cut this out of construction paper.
Have students copy their stories, poems, or songs onto the oars.
Have students share their works individually with the class prior to pasting their oar onto the
canoe.
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BIG FISH, LITTLE FISH
Topics

Activity Title

Subject Area &
Grade Level

Original Song

Music Lesson

Music 2
Rhythm and
Movement

Exploring Colour

Science 1
Creating Colour
Art 1-4

Make a Folded Fish and Puppet Show

Art 1-4
Needs of Animals
and Plants

This is an inter-active cautionary song (for a fish) about being lured onto a hook. A small child
from the audience is recruited to fish-handle the Big Fish!

ORIGINAL SONG
Synopsis: This cute song is used with permission from Manitoban singer – Songwriter, Jake
Chenier. http://www.jakechenier.com/
Big Fish, Little Fish
song lyrics by Jake Chenier
Little fish swimming in the water
I’m hanging out alone Down near the
bottom!
He’d left his school and might be a goner
If the big fish hadn’t come along
Fisherman came upon a worm one day
said
“Hey I’ve got a job for you! How’d you like
to hang on my hook all day?
Down in the deep, deep blue,
“On a shiny new hook you’re going down in
style
Take a good book ‘cause it may take a
while
Till the big fish comes along.”
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Worm in the water, worm with a book
I just gotta have a good look!
Saw the worm with a book and might have bit the hook
If the big fish hadn’t come along,
Big fish said, “It doesn’t look right,
you’re going get hooked if you take a big bite!”
Little fish might have got hooked that night
if the big fish hadn’t come along.
Little fish went back to school
Didn’t want to be a fisherman’s fool
“I might have missed out on the golden rule
If the big fish hadn’t come along”

ACTIVITY: MUSIC LESSON
You will need: a printout with the Big Fish, Little Fish song lyrics by Jake Chenier on an overhead,
or to be shared among the students.
1) Read the song for the students as text and begin slowly to add some rhythm and rap-sound
to the lyrics. You may have to blur some of the words to make the rap metre work. It’s a
good opportunity to talk about this aspect of rap with the students.
2) On the second time through, ask students to join in and make the rap song really rhythmical.
To add to the rhythm, ask students to clap in time with the rap sound of the song.
3) To add in basic body movements, ask students to put their hands together to show how a
fish swims. Students may also use their art project – the folded fish – described below, to
enact the swimming fishes.

ACTIVITY: EXPLORING COLOUR
You will need: blank paper, various paints, paintbrushes, and pencil crayons.
You will also need pictures of a variety of kinds of fish. If students can research for themselves
different types of fish from books on your shelves, at home, or through the Internet, then they
will have many colourful varieties to choose from.
1) Discuss the song with the students. Ask them to predict what they think would happen or
what they might find if the big fish hadn’t come along? What would happen if an even
bigger fish had happened along?
2) Ask students to explore colour by describing the shades of blue in the water and the
different colours they plan to use to draw their fish.
3) Ask students to mix paint colours together to achieve the different colours they want to use
on their fish. They can begin by painting a wash for the background of their picture. They
can layer the blue so there are shades of blue that are lighter than the deeper blue nearer
the bottom of the sea (and their paper).
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4) Ask students to draw in other aspects of the sea, like seaweed, rocks.
5) Ask students to draw in other sources of food for the fish other than the bait on the hook.
6) Bonus Question: What kind of fish did you draw? Draw a different fish in a different habitat.
How does the fish and habitat change?

ACTIVITY: MAKE A FOLDED FISH AND PUPPET SHOW
Students follow instructions and use a template to make a folded fish. Ask students to use their
pencil crayons to colour the fish.
1) Use the template from the Appendix: Folded Fish Template, and follow the instructions on
the WP Puppet website at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kufKiIse4Jg to fold a fish.
2) Students may use a variety of sizes of paper (and enlarge the template, or reduce it) to make
different fish puppets.
3) As students to decide on the species of the fish they will create, e.g., trout or pike? Ask
students to colour their fish according to the species they are representing with their
puppets.
4) Respond to Texts: Ask students to retell the story from the song or make up their own
stories about fish in the water.
5) Students will enjoy acting out the smaller fish joining a school and swimming away before
being eaten by the larger fish.
6) Create a Bulletin Board Display: Put all of the fish on a bulletin board in the hallway to tell
the story of learning about water, fish, and predator-prey relationships.
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WATER DROPLET
Topics

Activity Title

Subject Area &
Grade Level

The Water Cycle

Follow the Water Cycle and Tell a New
Story

Science 2
Exploring Liquids
States of Water

Surface run-off Issues

Social Studies 1 - 6
Geographic
Thinking

Exploring Wetland Ecosystems

Science 5

Focus on Stewardship 1

Stewardship,
Inspiring
Entrepreneurial
Learners

Focus on Stewardship 2

THE WATER CYCLE
In this puppet story, a comedic puppet water droplet cycles through the water phases of liquid,
solid and vapour and also goes through the inside of a cow, a freezer, a sewer, and more!

ACTIVITY: FOLLOW THE WATER CYCLE AND TELL A NEW STORY
1) Copy the Appendix: Template for Water Cycle and What’s Next, and ask students to find the
blank where they can answer the question of “What Next?” Students have the opportunity
to imagine an aspect of the water cycle that the water droplet will encounter.
2) You may also download the poster from the government website and show it to students to
help them understand the water cycle.
http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/watercycle-kids.html

ACTIVITY: SURFACE RUN-OFF ISSUES
This activity allows you to talk about surface run-off with your
students. This term is used to describe when the ground is too
wet (or it is paved or has buildings) to absorb any more water and
therefore the water flows across the land. Normally, the water
would drain down through the earth, which is a natural filter
system, but when the ground can’t absorb the water, it flows on
the surface. As the surface run-off flows across the land, it picks
up contaminants.
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1) Show a map of Alberta that emphasizes the rivers in the south where the 2013 flooding
occurred, or, for older students, as them to find the rivers noted below on a map.
2) Ask students to draw and colour their own maps of Alberta, with the emphasis on southern
Alberta where the 2013 flooding occurred.
3) Tell students that in June 2013, days and days of heavy rainfall caused the following rivers
and their tributaries to overflow their banks: the Bow, Elbow, Highwood, Red
Deer, Sheep, Little Bow, and South Saskatchewan rivers.
4) Ask students to research the floods and write a paragraph explaining the conditions that
made them occur. Ask students to use words like saturated, rainfall, mountains, and snow
melt.
5) Ask students to also identify three environmental problems that resulted from the flooding,
such as drinking water pollution, surface-runoff issues, or dangers to livestock.
6) Bonus Question: What is a State of Emergency? How many states of emergency were called
in Alberta?

ACTIVITY: EXPLORING WETLAND ECOSYSTEMS
Fieldtrip: There may be a wetland area within walking distance of your school. If not, try to
arrange for a field trip to a wetland sanctuary. Not only will students learn about the waterfowl
and plant life at the wetland sanctuary, but they also will learn to appreciate the interactions
between living and non-living things in the wetland. Students will also be on the lookout for
human activities than can harm the wetland environment.
1) Treat the field trip like a treasure hunt. See the Appendix: Treasure Hunt Matrix: Find the
Salamander and Other Animals and Plants in the Wetlands.
2) Use the handout in the Appendix: Exploring Wetland Ecosystems Handout.
3) Have students work in groups to complete the handout.
4) Students may want to continue to work on the handout after the field trip so they can add
colour and more details about the field trip.
5) Bonus: Ask students to find a salamander or another wetland creature that they wouldn’t
see every day.

ACTIVITY: FOCUS ON STEWARDSHIP 1
This activity will focus on stewardship, and address curriculum learner expectations to assist
students in identifying human actions that can threaten the abundance or survival of living
things in wetland ecosystems; e.g., adding pollutants, changing the flow of water, trapping or
hunting pond wildlife.
Ethical citizens take actions to help each other and the environment.
1) Ask students to revisit their Exploring Wetland Ecosystems Handout and to add a page
noting all of the human impacts that have or could have an impact on the wetland area.
2) Ask students to work in groups to come up with a campaign to create awareness of the
damage being caused to the wetland.
3) For this activity, students will need to choose one real or potential threat.
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ACTIVITY: FOCUS ON STEWARDSHIP 2
This activity focuses on stewardship, and addresses curriculum learner expectations to assist
students in identifying human actions that can threaten the abundance or survival of living
things in wetland ecosystems. Though the curriculum focus is on wetlands, these pollutants and
activities eventually affect the oceans, and the creatures of the deep.
1) Tell students they will be working in groups to combine research efforts into a single, large
poster about places that need stewardship to protect them from various dangers of human
activity.
2) Their posters should include:
• a paragraph about the danger and the sources of their research
• a map or illustration of the water area(s) affected by the human activities
• naming of the location of the water spots affected
• at least one quote from their research or another thinker who has made observations
about the deep, water, and/or protecting these.
3) Ask students to research one of the following topics to write a paragraph and share with the
class: adding pollutants, changing the flow of water, trapping or hunting pond wildlife.
4) With any class feedback, students may revise and improve upon their paragraphs.
5) Students may conduct their research individually and then gather into groups, to help create
a map or other illustration of the water area(s) affected by the human activities. These
illustrations will go on a large poster that should include their paragraphs about the dangers,
the locations of the water spots affected, and one to two quotes from thinkers who make
observations about water, and protecting it.
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BRING ON THE RAIN
Topics

Activity Title

Subject Area &
Grade Level

Bring on the Rain

Work Together to Make a Rainstorm!

Music 1-6
Rhythm and
Movement
Listening Skills

ACTIVITY: WORK TOGETHER TO MAKE A RAINSTORM!
In this activity students take turns being the leader, or the teacher may lead, to introduce and
mimic sounds.
You will need: musical instruments like sticks and drums, tamborines and triangles, to simulate
the sounds of a storm.
You will also need an IPad or tape recorder or some such device to record the music so students
can hear the recording of their musical storm.
First, conduct the activity without the musical instruments. Ask students to imitate whatever the
leader is doing and keep doing it until the leader changes the action. Tell students they will hear
wind, then drizzle, hard rain, and thunder and then the storm as it gradually blows away.
Everyone should stand and be really quiet except for making the actions.
Turn on your recorder so you can record the activity.
Storm 1:
1) Rub your hands gently
2) Snap your fingers or tap your fingernails together
3) Slap your hands on your thighs
4) Keep slapping plus stamp your feet
5) Return to just slapping your thighs
6) Snap your fingers
7) Rub your hands
8) Cease all
movement and listen
to the echo of the
storm in your mind.

When clouds appear like rocks
and towers,
The Earth's refreshed by
frequent showers.
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Storm 2:
Repeat the activity, this time by handing out the musical instruments. Some students may
choose to use their hands as musical instruments. The students will experiment with sound to
determine the sequence of the sound to build to a rainstorm. Only single instruments will added
at a time – so, for example, the triangles may being with light taps to indicate rain drops. The
tambourines would be added in after a percussive drum roll for thunder.
Listen to the Recording
1) Play back the recordings and ask the students to describe the differences between the first
storm and the second storm.
2) Ask students to describe what other sounds they might hear in a rainstorm.
3) Talk about thunder and lightning and safety precautions to take during an electrical storm.
The safest place to be during a thunder and lightning storm is inside.
If you are outside, stay out of water. Stay as low to the ground as you can. Stay away from
tall trees or other tall structures.
Tell an adult if you see fallen electrical lines, and stay away from these dangerous wires!
Talk about Winter Storms
1) What sounds can you hear during a winter storm? Do the snowflakes hitting the window
make a sound? How could you create that sound?
Explore these Internet links to storm sounds!
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01yxfk9
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learning/schoolradio/subjects/earlylearning/stimulussoundslibrary
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THE DEEP
Topics

Activity Title

Subject Area &
Grade Level

The Deep

Write a Poem about Underwater Zones

Language Arts 4

Poetry in Motion
Making Shadow Puppets
The Monsters are Men?

Science 5

The wonder and wackiness of the creatures of the deep are described with poetry, shadows and
entrancing paper sculpture puppets.

ACTIVITY: WRITE A POEM ABOUT UNDERWATER ZONES
This activity continues to work with “The Deep”. Excerpts from the poem are in italics, below.
1) Ask students to respond to “The Deep” in another way, this time by referring to the map of
underwater zones, below.
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2) Students may write their own poem about underwater zones and create their own map, to
show the depths of the 4 creatures they write about in their poem. Some research may be
required so that students can find the names of creatures dwelling at specific depths and

HYDROTHERMAL VENTS
ARE FOUND 2100
(AVERAGE) METRES
BELOW SEA LEVEL.

what they are like.
3) Ask students to include one aspect of a thermal vent in their poem, e.g., why a certain
creature would want to live near the heat.
So as we pretended to descend to the deep I told her some more, I told her the wonder I told her
the beauty I told her the scary the odd and bizarre I told her the truth of the way things now are.
We dove first through the sunlight zone and saw well-known creatures… (WP)

GREAT VIDEO ON ABOUT HYDROTHERMAL VENTS:
http://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/environment/h
abitats-environment/habitats-oceans-env/hydrothermalvents/
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ACTIVITY: POETRY IN MOTION
Wendy Passmore-Godfrey wrote “The Deep” to depict the extraordinary hydrothermal vents
and deep-water environment. The complete poem is found in Appendix 1: The Deep, A Poem by
Wendy Passmore-Godfrey.
Part A
You will need an email account.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Tell students they will be writing and then performing their poems for a video recording.
Tell students they will have an opportunity to respond to a poem by emailing the author.
Read the poem to your students and have a discussion.
Ask students to write a poem inspired by ”The Deep.” You may give them some writing
prompts such as: Are there really aliens? If there were, would they live in the deep? What
would they look like? What would they like to do? Is Wendy having fun with you in her
poem? Could you write a funny poem about aliens living in the deep?
5) Ask students to submit their poems to you so you can batch them into a file and email them
to wppuppet.theatre@gmail.com.

Alternative approach: Have the students write a five-line poem, with each line being about a
different sea creature.
Part B
You will need: a video recorder.
1) Ask students to practice reading their poems to others in a small group. Once they have
rehearsed, have the students read/perform the poem for the class. You can record them on
an iPad or similar device and then either email individual students their performance, or
view the whole performance again with the class.
2) After viewing the video recording, ask students to write a critique or what went well and
what could be improved; e.g., expression, speed, volume, clarity. You may use the Appendix:
Responding to Poetry Rubric.
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ACTIVITY: MAKING SHADOW PUPPETS
You will need:
• white pencil crayon
• black card stock
• scissors
• hole punch
• coloured plastic, bubble pak, a piece of doily, or feathers
• bamboo skewer
• masking tape
• glue
• paper, a plastic tablecloth, or a shower curtain liner and a frame to stretch
it over
• flashlight
• Take some time to sketch what you’d like your shadow puppet to look like.
Check out books and the Internet for reference pictures.
• Draw your puppet with a white pencil on the black card stock. Make it
bigger than your hand. The more interesting its outline or silhouette the
better. Carefully cut it out.
• Cut some ‘windows’ or holes in your puppet. Use a hole-punch to get the
hole started safely. You might cut out the shapes of the fish markings, the
gills or fins, or the staring eye. You could also use the hole-punch to just
make a pattern of holes in your puppet.
• Choose a material to paste into the hole – it could be some coloured plastic,
bubble pak, a piece of doily, or feathers. The material should be
transparent, translucent, or opaque with interesting cutaways.
• Rub glue around the outside of the hole and place the material to cover the
hole.
1) Use masking tape to join a control stick i.e., a bamboo skewer, onto your
puppet.
2) Stretch paper, a plastic tablecloth or a shower curtain liner over a frame.
Use a flashlight or other light behind the screen to create your shadow
puppet story.
Check this web site for more instructions:
http://blog.makezine.com/2006/10/07/shadow-puppet-making-inst/
Check out WP Puppet Theatre Pintrist for some inspiring shadow puppet
pictures: http://pinterest.com/wppuppettheatre/shadow-play/

Silhouette:
An outline that appears dark against a light background.
Transparent: Transmits light so that objects or images are clearly seen.
Translucent: Transmitting light but foggy.
Opaque: Light can’t get through it.
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ACTIVITY: THE MONSTERS ARE MEN?
You will need:
•
•
•

access to the Internet and/or the library
poster paper
pencil crayons

For this activity, students will research old sailing maps. Ask them to find examples of maps that
included drawings of scary sea creatures from the deep.
Examples can be found at these sites:
http://www.old-map.com/Sea-Monsters.htm
http://www.livescience.com/39429-sea-monsters-gallery.html
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2013/09/olaus_magnus_carta_marina
_sea_monsters_on_a_gorgeous_renaissance_map.html
1) Ask students to find and print out examples of sea monsters on old sailing maps.
2) Hold a class discussion about the ideas the map makers had. Do we draw maps like this
today? Why not? Have humans been to the depth of the sea and discovered all the
creatures there?
3) In Wendy’s poem “The Deep,” the monsters are actually the humans. Why is that? Have a
discussion about issues such as polluting the seas, whaling, and over-fishing.
4) Ask students to draw a cartoon flipping the idea that the sea monsters are threatening
creatures to show that some of the human activities are actually the monstrous activities in
the seas today.
It's the monsters of men that are threats to this world, this deep-water world, and this dark-black
sea ... (WP)

Under the sea, it seems my every gaze is as stolen from some forbidden world; and it
triggers an emotional shock that never flags, no matter how many times I dive.
Jacque – Yves Cousteau 1976

Our voyage under the sea down to the deep, has shown us that we “belong to a vast, living
chain that is incredibly beautiful, terribly fragile and – until proven otherwise – miraculously
unique in the universe”
Claire Nouvian 2006
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THE GREEDY FROG
Topics

Activity Title

Subject Area &
Grade Level

Animal Life Cycles – One
Cycle, Many Frogs

Research and Chart Weird Frogs

Science 3

The Tiddalik Story

How Much is Enough?

Animal Life Cycles
Science 1
Needs of Plants
and Animals

What Do We Need Water
For?

Match Up Water Needs

Social Studies 4
Alberta Resources

Wendy’s Challenge: Give Back the Water!

Language Arts 4
Respond to Texts

Originally an Australian folktale, about a frog who swallowed all the water in the world, but it’s
given a modern overtone with found object puppets and modern water issues. A child holds the
key to the padlock though and saves the world!

ANIMAL LIFE CYCLES – ONE CYCLE, MANY FROGS
ACTIVITY: RESEARCH AND CHART WEIRD FROGS
Tell students they will learn about frogs and identify the requirements of frogs to maintain life;
i.e., air, food, water, shelter, and space.
From the Alberta Education Program of Studies: “Recognize adaptations of a young animal to its
environment, and identify changes in its relationship to its environment as it goes through life;
e.g., tadpoles are adapted for life in an aquatic environment; adult frogs show adaptations to
both terrestrial and aquatic environments.”
1) Ask students to research different kinds of frogs. Ask them to bring in pictures of different
types of frogs. Each student can stand and describe the frog picture they found. Ask them to
describe any weird frog facts they found.
2) Talk with the class about how there can be tiny frogs, huge frogs, horned frogs and more,
but that they follow the same life cycle.
3) As students to copy down the life cycle diagram you’ll put on the board, and to illustrate it
with images of their particular frog, to label the diagram and include the name of the type of
frog they are depicting.
4) Tell students that life cycles can be shown in diagrams and illustrate on your white board.
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5) You may also use Appendix: Life Cycle of Frog.
6) Next, ask students to write a description of the habitat required for each part of the cycle.

THE TIDDALIK STORY
ACTIVITY: HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH?
The Australian story tells of Tiddalik, a greedy frog, who one day swallowed all the water in the
world. The parched animals gather to try to get the frog to give back the water. The kookaburra
laughs his best laugh; the emu plays the clown and finally the eel dances himself into an
inextricable tangle. The eel’s slippery situation finally makes Tiddalik laugh. However this causes
a flood and the gushing water drowns many of the animals. The pelican saves the day, rescuing
the animals with a canoe.
For one version of the Tiddalik story: http://waterstories.tulikabooks.com/?page_id=25
This article from the Victoria, Australian Frog Group has several interesting comments.
http://frogs.org.au/vfg/features/whoistiddalik.php
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1) Tell your students that there is a frog species called a

Water Holding Frog, Cyclorana platycephala.

Thirsty Aboriginal people would squeeze the frog to release
its water during drought.

2) In the Tiddilik Story, both the drought and the consequent
flood were disastrous to the animals – moderation is the key
to wise water use.
3) The story can be read as a cautionary tale on water conservation and sharing. Ask your
students what precautions they could learn from the story.
4) It can also be read as a warning on our 21st climate change issues. Ask students to think
of current issues that have occurred for similar reasons where one animal or even
human company kept all the resources for the few while the many did without.

A frog does not drink up the pond
in which he lives.
American Indian Proverb
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WHAT DO WE NEED WATER FOR?
Curriculum Area

Subject Area

Grade Level

Alberta Resources

Social Studies

4

ACTIVITY: MATCH UP WATER NEEDS
In our puppet story the characters explained to the Greedy Frog how they needed water to live.
Animals and plants need water too. Match up the water needs with the water users by handing
out Appendix: Water Needs Activity.

ACTIVITY: WENDY’S CHALLENGE: GIVE BACK THE WATER!
Curriculum Area

Subject Area

Grade Level

Respond to Texts

English Language
Arts

4

How many other water uses can you think of? We’re trying to make a list of 1000 things! Have
students type their answers and email them to you. Batch the replies and send them to WP
Puppet Theatre! We’ll post them on our Give Back the Water challenge section!
wppuppet@telus.net

DID YOU KNOW?
780 Million People do not have access to clean water
and almost 2.5 Billion do not have access to adequate sanitation
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BONUS ACTIVITY: HOLDING UP THE SKY
Topics

Activity Title

Subject Area &
Grade Level

Holding Up the Sky

Folk Tales

Language Arts 3 &
4

With this Chinese folktale, a little bird’s wisdom reminds us of the power of a single person.
One day an elephant saw a hummingbird lying flat on her back on the ground. The bird’s tiny
feet were raised up in the air.
“What on earth are you doing?” Asked the elephant.
“Well I heard that the sky might fall today. If that should happen I’m ready to do my bit to hold it
up.” Replied the hummingbird.
The elephant laughed and laughed. “Do you think those tiny feet could hold up the sky?”
“Not alone” said the hummingbird. “But each must do what she can and this is what I can do.”
With that the elephant lay down and put up his feet to help too.

Never doubt that a small group of
committed people can make a
difference indeed they are the only…
Margaret Mead

ACTIVITY: FOLK TALES
Part A: In this activity, students will compare different points of view.
1) Have a class discussion and ask some of the following questions.
a) What event is about to happen?
b) What does the hummingbird think she can do?
c) What does the elephant think of the hummingbird’s actions?
d) What does the elephant think he can do?
e) What would you do?
Part B: Research Your Own Folk Tale
1) Ask students to go to the library or Internet and find a folk tale that they enjoy and to bring
it to class to share with their fellow students.
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BONUS ACTIVITY: TWISTED FAIRY TALE
Topics

Activity Title

Subject Area &
Grade Level

Twisted Fairy Tale

Three little wolves and the Big Pig Fish

Language Arts 4

Use the graphics of the little wolves and the Pig Fish (Appendix) to make simple stick puppets of
the characters and act out the script below. Then have fun making up your own story.

Three little wolves and the Big Pig Fish
Narrator: Who’s afraid of the big pig fish?
The big pig Fish the big pig fish?
Who’s afraid of the big pig fish
Tra la la la la.
Once upon a time three little wolf cubs set out on a raft to seek their fortune…
The storm ship- wrecked them on a volcanic island. They moaned and groaned.
Wolf cub 1: By the hair of our chinny chin chins- this isn’t good!
Wolf cub 2: Not good at all!
Wolf cub 3: Really bad!
Narrator: But it was going to get worse. For suddenly there was a great sucking sound.
All wolf cubs: Oh no! The Big PigFish!
Wolf cub 1: Where are we?
Wolf cub 2: It stinks.
Wolf cub 3: And it’s very dark”
Wolf cub 1: I’m afraid of the Big Pig fish
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Wolf cub 2: Me too!
Wolf cub 3: Me too!
Narrator: Inside the stinky Pig Fish stomach the three little wolf cubs whimpered and whined:
Wolf cub 1: By the hair of our chinny chin chins – this isn’t good.
Wolf cub 2: What should we do?
Wolf cub 3: We should huff and puff and blow our way out!
Narrator: But of course that didn’t work. Then they noticed that the Big Pig Fish had eaten the
island as well! There were palm trees scattered everywhere.
Wolf cub 2: I know we’ll tickle him with the palm tree leaves.
Narrator: But that didn’t work. The Pig Fish wasn’t ticklish.
Wolf cub 3: By the hair of my chinny chin chin – this isn’t good!
Narrator: And then they heard a rumbling. What’s that noise? It wasn’t the wolf cubs tummy’s.
It wasn’t the Pigfish’s stomach. It was the volcano!
The volcano erupted giving the PigFish a huge stomachache! In one great slimy burst the Pig Fish
spit out the island and the three little wolf cubs.
He spit them far up into the night sky.
The wolf cubs hang there still, their 6 bright eyes are stars.
Stars that warn travelers
Be afraid of the big Pig Fish
The big Pig Fish, the big Pig Fish,
Be afraid of the big Pig Fish
His next mouthful
Might be you!
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BONUS ACTIVITY: RUBBER DUCKY
Caelin created this short 30-second film imagining how a Rubber Duck toy would be affected by
the Greedy Frog’s actions. At the time he was student in Grade 12 and had taken Animation
courses. The program he used was Adobe Flash CS6, which despite frequent crashing was the
best for this type of work. Finding appropriate and royalty free music was the most challenging
part of the project. He based the frog image on the puppet from the Greedy Frog story.
This film could be used to inspire students to create their own scenarios and write, animate, or
cartoon them.
YouTube link to film: http://youtu.be/ASpk4jw3Qws
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APPENDIX: BLACKLINE MASTERS
TEMPLATE FOR PAPER PIG PUPPET
Pig Ears (2)

Pig Snout

From ‘Sponge-ees’ by Bruce Chessé and Beverly Armstrong

Pig Arms (2)
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FOLDED FISH TEMPLATE
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TEMPLATE FOR WATER CYCLE AND WHAT’S NEXT

Transpiration Process by which
water that is
absorbed by
plants, usually
through the
roots, is
evaporated into
the atmosphere
from the plant
surface, such as
leaf pores.

Desalination unit – a machine
that removes salt from
seawater
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TREASURE HUNT MATRIX: FIND THE SALAMANDER AND OTHER ANIMALS AND
PLANTS IN THE WETLANDS
EXPLORING WETLAND ECOSYSTEMS HANDOUT
Location of Wetland:
Time and Date of Visit:
Draw a sketch of the wetland.

Write a caption for your sketch.
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Make a list of all of the birds and plants you see. Also list all of the non-living things you see,
such as wooden walkways. If you don’t know the names of the living things, make them up and
list them in the columns below.
Birds

Plants
Identify with a star
those plants that are in
the water as opposed
to those that are only
on land.

Non-living Things

Human Activities
that can Harm the
Wetlands

Identify with a double
star those plants that
are both in the water
and on land.
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Identify the roles of different organisms in the food web of a pond as producers, consumers or
decomposers. Challenge: See if you can find a salamander!
Producers

Consumers

Decomposers

(green plants that make their
own food, using sunlight)

(animals that eat living plants
and/or animals)

(organisms, such as molds,
fungi, insects and worms, that
reuse and recycle materials
that were formerly living)
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THE DEEP, A POEM BY WENDY PASSMORE-GODFREY
How deep is the sea
The child asked me
As we stood on the shore, with the waves at our toes.
How deep is the sea? How deep? How deep?
And are there sea monsters?
And do they eat children?

300 fathoms is about
540 meters, which is
about ½ a kilometer.
The average depth of
the ocean is 4,250
meters.
The deepest part of the
ocean is 11,125 meters

I told her the history, as much as I knew, of the early explorers
and dead wrong ideas.
Of those who believed that nothing could live deeper than 300 fathoms.
Of those who scraped up from the depths of the ocean, species they’d never imagined.
“Strange and beautiful things’ they’d said, “bring us a glimpse
of curious life forms deep in the sea”
Of those curious humans descending the deep
breathing through tubes
Peering through visors
Looking like aliens,
Deep in the alien landscape,
Alien monsters? The child asked me?
Deep in the sea?
Might well have been, for all that we knew,
…For all that we know…
We now can go deeper,
We can take better pictures, we can chart better courses, we can measure and record and test
our hypotheses.
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And we’ve started to learn exactly how deep
how many, how strange,
We know now how much we don’t know at all.
And more men have walked on the moon to date,
then have walked on the ocean floor.
And we’ve seen just a bit, less than one percent of the
vast undersea terrain.
We know there’s no monsters, as marked on a map,
No monsters? She said, with a bit of relief?
Well, the monsters of men are the threats to this world.
This deep- water world,
This deep- black sea.
with seamounts and brine lakes and creatures that glow in a blue bio-luminescence,
And fossil like fish and gelatinous predators, canyons that twist for miles on haul.
With vampire squids and viper fish, dinner plate jellies and sharks of the dark.
We know that the deep, is as deep as
as far, as a height of low flying cloud
We know that the deep is the last place on earth, where we
know, hardly nothing at all.

A low flying cloud like a
cumulus, cumulonimbus or stratus cloud
might be only 1,900
meters above the
ground.
Cirrus, cirrocumulus,
and cirrostratus – the
high flyers – are usually
6,000 meters above
ground.
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RESPONDING TO POETRY RUBRIC
After viewing the video recording, ask students to write a critique or what went well and what
could be improved; e.g., expression, speed, volume, clarity, using this form. The form can be
used by the poet to critique their own reading.
Name of Poet:

Title of Poem:

Date and Place of Poetry
Reading:

How did the poet express the message of the poem?
Did the poet read too fast? too slow? just at the right speed?

Could the poet have varied the speed of the reading to make the poem better?
How?
Could you hear the poet?
How effective can a whisper be when reading a poem? What is a stage whisper?
Could you clearly hear the words the poet said or did some of the words blur together?

What went well with the poetry reading?
What could be improved with the poetry reading?
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LIFE CYLE OF A FROG

Froglet

Tadpole

Adult

Eggs

Adult habitat: land and water
Egg habitat: water
Tadpole habitat: water
Froglet habitat: land and water
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WATER NEEDS ACTIVITY

Need water
to
Fisherman

Water to make mud for wallowing

Farmer

Laundry

Fireman

Catch fish from

Factory worker

Cool the production lines

Gardener

Put out fires

Mothers

Water crops and animals

Rubber ducks

Play with kids in the bathtub

Hippo

To wash their brushes

Raccoon

Boil potatoes in

Painters

Water gardens

Cook

Wash their food

Add your own
below
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PRINTABLE GRAPHICS FOR THREE LITTLE WOLVES AND BIG PIG FISH
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RECOMMENDED READING/VIEWING
PIGS IN A CANOE
Canada, the Peoples and Stories of the Land
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voyageurs
http://firstpeoplesofcanada.com/fp_furtrade/fp_furtrade4.html
http://caringforourwatersheds.com/
BIG FISH LITTLE FISH
http://www.jakechenier.com/
WATER DROPLET
http://www.unwater.org/water-cooperation-2013/en/
http://www.earthday.org/about-earth-day-network
http://www.treehugger.com/green-food/a-world-of-reasons-to-ditch-bottled-water.html
http://www.scienceinafrica.co.za/2003/march/fog.htm
Fog-Cloud harvesting for water
THE DEEP
Check out these links for more fascinating information about the Deep.
http://www.ted.com/talks/edith_widder_glowing_life_in_an_underwater_world.html
http://www.sylviaearlealliance.org/hopespots
http://oceanlink.info/index.html
http://savethemanatee.org/
The Deep – Extraordinary Creatures from the Abyss by Claire Nouvian
The University of Chicago Press 2007 ISBN: 13: 978 0 226 59566 5
http://www.press.uchicago.edu/books/nouvian/index.html
Here’s a link on how to make a ‘Cartesian diver’. This science experiment is named for Rene Descartes and
Demonstrates the principle of buoyancy (Archimedes principle)
http://www.abc.net.au/science/experimentals/experiments/episode7_1.htm
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Jason Taylor’s public art projects are not only examples of successful marine conservation, but amazing works of
http://www.underwatersculpture.com/
art that encourage environmental awareness.

Find out what a brinicle is and why it’s, literally, the finger of death.

http://www.discovery.com/tv-shows/frozen-planet/videos/icy-finger-of-death.htm

THE GREEDY FROG
City of Edmonton Environmental Department:
Useful household water savings advice
http://www.edmonton.ca/environmental/programs/water.aspx
City of Calgary Water Services Department:
http://www.calgary.ca/UEP/Water/Pages/Water-Services.aspx
Ducks Unlimited – Conserving Canada’s Wetlands
http://www.ducks.ca/your-province/alberta/
CAWST (Centre for Affordable Water and Sanitation Technology)
Improving the prospects of the world’s poorest people.
http://www.cawst.org/
CPAWS (Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society)
Canada’s Voice for Wilderness
http://www.cpaws.org/
Samaritans Purse
International relief agency – Christian – non denominational
http://www.samaritanspurse.ca/water-projects/
The Mayors Environment Expo - Calgary
Lots of fun and a great way to make a difference
http://www.calgary.ca/UEP/ESM/Pages/Mayors-Environment-Expo/Mayors-Environment-Expo.aspx

CONNECTIONS IN OUR WORLD
Rainforest conservation Foundation: An interesting project to predict the behaviour of oil from a spill in the Salish
Sea using ‘Drift cards’ http://www.raincoast.org/salish-sea-spill-map-project/

HOLDING UP THE SKY
http://www.acornnaturalists.com/store/SPINNING-TALES-WEAVING-HOPE-Stories-Storytelling-andActivities-for-Peace-Justice-and-the-Environment-P1020C7537.aspx
http://teacher.scholastic.com/writewit/mff/myths.htm
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ABOUT WP PUPPET THEATRE

At WP Puppet Theatre Society we aim to
“Animate the Spirit” of our young audiences to
explore, create, and learn through the
extraordinary art of puppetry.
Our own creative practice has produced over
twenty completely original puppet based productions, for schools, festivals and communities; these
have toured locally, nationally and internationally. We are actively engaged in evolving and
experimenting with the definition of ‘puppet art’ in our work, at the same time as we show our
audiences the unbounded potential of this medium.
Our current show "Pigs in a Canoe" features a collection of watery stories closing with a quote from
famous naturalist John Muir, "When we tug on a single thing in nature we find it attached to the rest of
the world." The production reinforces our vision to create "an Alberta where the power of puppetry
inspires youth to have a greater understanding and acceptance for each other and the world."
Audiences agree as they say: "We really need to connect our children back to nature."
Additional WPTS programming includes school workshops and artist residencies, puppet commissions,
cultural community development through partnerships with other organizations and our Puppets on the
Go crate-based outreach program. Our international conference series, “Puppet Power” provides adult
professional development in Applied Puppetry with themes aligned to social issues such as
multiculturalism, literacy, social action and mental health.
WPTS impact over the last 23 years, to typically over 6,000 people annually, has been deep and wide.
We have inspired a selective mute child to talk, prompted a teacher to say, "I loved the hands on
activity… I can't wait to teach my students this!" and a reporter to write "Without her, the puppets are
lifeless rags on an empty stage. In her hands they dance, cry, discover, and dream".
From Old Crow in the Yukon to the Sun and Salsa Festival in the Kensington neighbourhood of Calgary,
we live the Power of Puppetry.

ABOUT NANCY MACKENZIE
Nancy has published books for elementary social studies students, such as Peter’s Birthday, Peter’s
Moccasins (with Jan Truss), and Adventurous Albertans: Women and Men Who Built this Province. She is
a poet and novelist, and has worked in educational publishing and educational policy areas for decades.
Working with Wendy on this Fun Guide has been terrific fun! For more information about Nancy’s work,
visit her website at www.bronzehorsecommunications.com
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CONTACT

W.P. Puppet Theatre Society
Box 61116 Kensington PO
Calgary, AB
T2N 4S6
email: wppuppet@telus.net
phone: 403 228 3373
Artistic and Managing Director: Wendy Passmore-Godfrey
Mobile: 403 619 2501

Comments and
suggestions are
always welcome to
help us improve our
programs!

www.wppuppet.com
Facebook: WP Puppet Theatre
Twitter: @WPPuppetTheatre
Hashtag: @puppetpower
Youtube Channel: www.youtube.com/user/WPPuppetTheatre
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